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The China Quarterly welcomes the submission of manuscripts from scholars, including postgraduate students, on all aspects of contemporary China, including Taiwan, Hong Kong, Macau and Tibet. Submissions in the fields of religion, media, literature, or on China prior to 1978, will be considered if they engage with issues of wider significance in contemporary China.

The China Quarterly will consider two main types of submissions: regular articles (up to 9,000 words, including footnotes): in-depth and theoretical pieces which should present original research in combination with analytical argument; Research reports (up to 4,000 words, including footnotes): shorter pieces based on primary research and empirical evidence. We will not consider manuscripts that are under consideration elsewhere, or that have been published in any form in any language.

Article manuscripts should be submitted through the ScholarOne online submission and peer review system (http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/cqy). If you experience technical difficulties, please contact the Editorial Office at chinaq@soas.ac.uk. An abstract of 100–150 words, some keywords and a bibliography should also be provided.

All submissions should conform to the styling of The China Quarterly.

Style

Romanization and Chinese characters


Chinese characters are incorporated into article texts (ie. English (pinyin, characters)) so authors must provide Chinese characters for all Chinese used in the main text (not footnotes) on first appearance, including pinyin phrases, people’s names and geographical locations.

Numbers

One to ten spelled out, 11 or more in figures; per cent in text, but % in footnotes. Dates: 2 March 1993. Page references: 324–26 but 324–336.

References in footnotes

Books, chapters and articles should be shortened to the author-date-page format as follows:

Smith 2010, 15.

Bibliography

All bibliographical references should be included at the end of the article in alphabetical order. Examples:

Liu, Weikeng. 2006. “Lingnan shezhi zuizao de liu xian zhiyi – Sihui” (Sihui: one of the six counties set up the earliest in Lingnan’s history). Lingnan wenshi 3, 12–14.

A more detailed style sheet is available on request and online at journals.cambridge.org/CQY
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